Paolo Cirio’s Biography and Crucial Artworks

In October 2020, Cirio created the project Capture with of 4000 faces of French police officers assembled by facial recognition. Further, Cirio aimed to crowdfund the identification of the officer on his platform Capture-Police.com. In response the interior minister Darmanin and police unions forced the take down of the project both online and at the exhibition in the French art institution Le Fresnoy. This case of censorship of Cirio’s work was largely reported internationally. Cirio’s provocation was designed to promote his campaign BanFacialRecognitionEU. In 2021 Cirio concluded the campaign to ban facial recognition technology by delivering his legal research and complaint to the European Commission and EDPS with over 50,000 signatures supporting his petition.

In June 2020, Cirio launched the project Derivatives online, with a database of over 100,000 Sotheby’s auction records he assembled. Cirio overlaid the auction prices on the images works to sell them as digital artworks on the website Art-Derivatives.com for a fraction of the value set at the auctions. Cirio designed a “future” financial derivative contract for the sale of his derivative works. By betting against future prices of derivative works, with Cirio’s concept everyone can ironically participate in the financialization of art. In addition, the project campaigns for enacting more transparency and fairness in the art market. In order to provoke regulation, Cirio has investigated secrecy and manipulation of art auctions with extensive research. This project was reported by the international outlets as a controversial and investigative work, like on ArtNet and South China Morning Post.

During the fall of 2019, Cirio presented three new projects related to his concept of Internet Photography focusing on the economic and legal aspects of images circulating online. Rather than addressing privacy, with these projects Cirio looked at the relations between cultural and economic values of online photos. In particular with the artwork Attention, Cirio addressed subtle forms advertising by Instagram influencers. Cirio collected hundreds of photos by online influencers promoting controversial products without disclaimers and in partnership with the University of Maastricht he investigated the legal implications of moderating and regulating such subtle advertising. With the project Derivatives online images are seen as financial instruments, in 2019 Cirio presented the project only as installation in his solo show Images Rights at Nome gallery in Berlin.

For his survey exhibition in the spring of 2019, Cirio reflected on his informational work in relation to the history of conceptual art. In particular with his work Foundations and his solo show Systems of Systems at the historical Giorgio Persano Gallery, he put forward an aesthetics of contemporary social complexity and the use of flowcharts as an artistic medium for seeing and engaging with such aesthetics. He published a monograph of his artworks using flowcharts to work with socio-economic information systems and a separate text book for the project Foundations where he curated a selection of artworks, exhibitions, and publications from the history of conceptual art to identify an ontology of an aesthetics of social complexity.

In 2018, Cirio published the project Sociality with over 20,000 patents of algorithms, devices, and interfaces of social media, online advertising, and other Internet technologies that he collected from Google Patents. Then he rated the patents and created thousands of compositions with images of flowcharts and titles of inventions, which were then published on the site Sociality.today. A selection of patents ordered by categories such as discrimination, polarization, addiction, deception, control, censorship, and surveillance composed the artist book The Coloring Book of Technology for Social Manipulation. On the project’s website, visitors were invited to share, flag, and ban these patents in order to elicit the regulation of technology for monitoring and manipulating social behaviors. With this problematizing piece, Cirio exposed evidence of controversial technological apparatuses and questioned their ethical, legal, and economic structures. Sociality artwork has been shown at the Biennale of Strasbourg in 2018 and Gatesborg in 2019.

During 2017, Cirio coined the term Evidentiary Realism which initially took form in two curated group exhibitions at Fridman Gallery in New York City and Nome Gallery in Berlin. The Evidentiary Realism exhibitions featured artists engaged in investigative, forensic, and documentary art. It aimed to articulate a particular form of realism in art that portrays and reveals evidence from complex social systems. The exhibitions included historical, established, and emerging artists, including works by Hans Haacke, Mark Lombardi, Jenny Holzer, and Harun Farocki. The exhibition prioritized formal aspects of visual language and mediums with strong references to art history. In addition to the show, Cirio developed essays and public conversations around this form of realism.

In 2017, Cirio wrote the short essay The Aesthetics of Information Ethics where he confronted ethics of representation and engagements by artists and media outlets discussing Information technology impacting contemporary society, such as artificial intelligence, cryptocurrencies, content moderation, etc. In his art installation at MozFest 2017 in London commissioned by the V&A and Tate museums education departments, Cirio proposed several ethical questions that audience could cast a vote on. He presented the essay also for his solo lecture at UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive.

In 2016, Cirio created the project Obscurity in which he obfuscated over 10 million online mugshots and the criminal records of victims of mass incarceration in the United States. The project addressed the unregulated mugshot publishing industry, which anonymous Internet companies exploited for shaming people who have been arrested regardless of their charges and trial verdicts. Cirio cloned over six mugshot websites, blurred millions of mugshots, and shuffled names listed. In response he received support from victims of mugshot extortion, and he was subject to legal threats from both Mugshots.com, an anonymous company in Nevis, and US Data Ltd., a Texan firm that owned a few mugshot websites. With Obscurity, Cirio questioned the Right to Be Forgotten law, which has been opposed by major search engine companies in the U.S. Ultimately, he designed the Right to Remove campaign to introduce an Internet privacy policy for adapting the Right to Be Forgotten to the United States. The artist’s advocacy created a community of individuals affected, lawyers, journalists, and activists spread across the U.S. and beyond, which became an informal organization. In 2019, Cirio handed over the campaign to the community that he built with the Internet social practice project. The Obscurity artwork has been shown at MIT Museum in Boston; ISCP in NYC; AEC Museum in Linz; Musée National d'Histoire et d'Art of Luxembourg in 2017, and at the Benaki Museum in Athens and at the Gwangju Biennale in 2018.

In early 2015, Cirio addressed Edward Snowden's revelations of U.S. worldwide mass surveillance programs. His research exposed unauthorized photos of nine high-ranking U.S. intelligence officials accountable for secretive surveillance and over-classified intelligence programs. Overexposed took the form of a street art campaign in which photos of the U.S. intelligence were
disseminated on public walls in NYC, London, Berlin, and Paris. The appropriated images were taken from acquaintances or civilians who posted photos onto Internet platforms without the control of the officials. The project satirized ubiquitous surveillance and overly-mediated political personas, while highlighting new modes of circulation of images and boundaries. Cirio began to target the art market with an analysis of its economic and social values. With this project, Cirio proposed the use of cryptography and a particular economic model to collect digital artworks for establishing democratic aesthetic values and alternatives to the current art market.

During 2014, Cirio also used financialization as material in the artworks (W)orld Currency and Art Commodities by adopting constructive approaches. (W)orld Currency is a creative trading algorithm and equation that addresses the inherent instability and dynamics of modern economies, while Art Commodities provides an analysis of the art market with an analysis of its economic and social values. With this project, Cirio proposed the use of cryptography and a particular economic model to collect digital artworks for establishing democratic aesthetic values and alternatives to the current art market.

In 2013, Cirio investigated offshore financial systems with the project Loophole for All. He made public the list of all the companies registered in the Cayman Islands for the first time and exposed them by counterfeiting and selling their Certificate of Incorporation. On the website Loophole4All.com, Cirio invited international participation in the project by hijacking the identities of anonymous Cayman companies, a provocation that elicited reactions from Cayman authorities, local and international businesses, accounting firms, and global banks. After a few weeks of selling conceptual works in the form of limited editions of firms’ identities, PayPal claimed the profit was garnered for an illegal activity, while the international media was reporting on the online performance. In the following years, Cirio received several legal threats from companies forcing the removal of their names and certificates from the website Loophole4All.com. For the operation, Cirio set up his own company in the City of London and took advantage of other jurisdictions to shield personal liability. Ultimately, the artist interviewed major experts and produced a video documentary investigating offshore schemes to expose their social costs and to envision solutions to global economic inequality. Loophole for All won the first prize of Prix Ars Electronica’s award “Golden Nica of Interactive Art” in 2014 and it has been exhibited in museums such as ZKM in Karlsruhe; Architectural Association in London; CCC Strozzina in Florence; Museum for Applied Arts in Vienna; and Kasseler Kunstverein in Kassel, among others.

Cirio started to work on critical finance in 2010, resulting in an artwork centered around counterfeited VISA credit cards and an alternative monetary system called Gift Finance. Thousands of the illicit P2P Gift Credit Cards were distributed worldwide by mail and public actions. Cirio has presented his theories on critical finance and Gift Finance through numerous lectures. In 2012, he was invited to curate a panel about alternative economic models for Creative Destruction, an exhibition organized by the Whitney Independent Study Program that addressed the economic recession and the related Occupy Wall Street protests. He continued to curate panel discussions in 2013 with the series Performing Change. Organized at Eyebeam, the series was framed around an expanded notion of media performance art and included contributions by fourteen speakers, among them were historical artists, philosophers, and curators.

In 2012, with the projects Street Ghosts and Persecuting US, Cirio addressed the cultural shift in the perception of privacy and ownership of both public and personal information. Street Ghosts recontextualized photos of individuals found on Google Street View through interventions in public spaces of several global cities. The project generated worldwide attention from mainstream media, as well as specialist magazines devoted to architecture, design, art, and photography. With Persecuting US, Cirio profiled the political affiliations of over one million Americans who used Twitter during the 2012 Presidential Elections to raise awareness on voter profiling and polarization in social bubbles that can be targeted for political manipulation. In the 2011 project Face to Facebook, he initiated his research into Internet privacy by appropriating the data of over one million profiles of Facebook users worldwide and publishing 250,000 of them on a mock dating website, sorted by their temperament guessed by artificial intelligence analyzing facial expressions. This project generated wide media attention globally as well as a number of legal threats from Facebook. Ultimately, Cirio defined Anti-Social Sculptures, a new transgressive art enabled by the introduction of pervasive unregulated technologies.

Paolo Cirio completed his renowned Hacking Monopolism Trilogy in 2011, created in conjunction with Alessandro Ludovico and partially with Ubermorgen. The trilogy is composed of Face to Facebook, Amazon Noir (2006), and Google Will Eat Itself (2005). In these three artworks, Cirio exploited the technical and economic vulnerabilities of major Internet companies at the time of their
expansion. The three artworks artistically reconfigured the way Internet giants concentrate, misappropriate, and monetize large quantities of public information and user interactions. These artworks have received several prizes and have been exhibited in major exhibitions around the world. In 2011, *Face to Facebook* won Prix Ars Electronica's “Award of Distinction of Interactive Art” in Linz, and in 2008 *Amazon Noir* won the second prize at the Transmediale festival in Berlin and first prize at Stuttgart Film festival. In 2011, the trilogy and *Face to Facebook* project were covered by over 1000 media outlets around the world including CNN, Apple daily HK, Fox News, Tagesschau, Spiegel, USA Today, The Independent, The New Age, and many other global mainstream media. A major installation of *Hacking Monopolism Trilogy* was shown at the China Academy of Art Museum, Hangzhou, in 2015.

Between 2008 and 2010 Cirio worked on a form of experimental storytelling with political aims, in which actors and audiences combine real facts through fictional personas using several media platforms and interventions. This form of immersive documentary fiction led to his theorization of a genre of transmedia called *Recombinant Fiction*, which took shape in the projects *The Big Plot* (2009) and *Drowning NYC* (2010). The first project was about Russian alt-right politics infiltrating west politics and the second was about rising sea levels in Manhattan, both anticipating scenarios of the following years. He has presented his theory and related projects of this experimental participatory documentary fiction at the Courtauld Institute in London, Cornerhouse in Manchester, National Museum of Contemporary Art Athens, ISEA 2011, Rotterdam Film Festival, among others. Cirio also developed an in depth workshop program for teaching *Tactical Transmedia Fiction* that he led internationally.

In 2004, Cirio was an organizer and fundraiser of a series of street art exhibitions called *Illegal Art Show*. During these collective exhibitions, several artists converged to freely build and perform their works in public spaces without authorization. These kinds of art happenings were organized in London, Milan, and Turin. The local police often took down these exhibitions. Hundreds of artists were involved and several media outlets covered the events. During these years he created several street art artworks that were installed across Europe between 2003 and 2005.

In August 2001, as a 21-year-old anti-militarism activist, he independently founded an international web portal with hundreds of news articles about the expansion of NATO and campaigns against it. He personally edited most of the content of the portal until 2006. He also organized global participatory cyber attacks (DDoS) against NATO’s website to protest against the expansion of NATO and wars in the aftermath of 9/11. In 2002, the Department of Defense of Canada and U.S. investigated him through Verisign’s intelligence following his global campaign *Anti-NATO Day*, an event that was covered by media outlets in Japan and Belarus, and was studied by The Eisenhower Institute in the U.S. through the publication *Space Security* in 2004.

**Life**

He was born in the countryside of Piedmont, Italy in 1979. He worked in his parents' winery during his childhood and studying art and theater in Turin during his youth. Currently he lives in NYC, while having headquarters in London, UK and Turin, Italy.

**Studies**

He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in 2005 in Drama, Art and Music Studies at the University of Turin, Italy. He received a high school qualification in 1999 in Telecommunications and Electronic Systems.

**Poetic**

Paolo Cirio engages with legal, economic, and cultural systems of the information society. His work investigates social fields impacted by the Internet, such as privacy, copyright, democracy, and finance. He shows his research and intervention-based works through prints, installations, videos, and public art.

Cirio's art considers how society is affected by the control over information. It embodies the conflicts, contradictions, ethics, limits, and potentials inherent to the social complexity of information society through a critical and proactive approach. His techniques of exposure, appropriation, and recontextualization of sensitive information stimulate ways of seeing, understanding, and challenging contemporary complex issues. Cirio uses popular language, irony, interventions, and seductive visuals to engage a wide public in works of art. His works often make contradictions apparent, expose mechanisms, and dispute their processes in order to debunk perceptions of social, technological, and cognitive systems.

Paolo Cirio artworks are often active agents - they elicit reactions from the subjects of the works and participation from the audience. The interactions and processes from his interventions generate online art performances. These socially engaged performances involve the public in critical debates for change driven directly by his artistic concepts and creations, which often embody personal risks and challenges.

His artistic research strives to expand contemporary art into unconventional practices, content, and public. His aesthetic investigations are highly conceptual with layered and interconnected meanings, functions, and agents presented as a whole closed referential system of interrelated ideas and actions.

**Installations**

Paolo Cirio's art installations translate the gathering, processing, and dissemination of sensitive information into visual forms for the exhibition setting. Within the space of an art exhibition, Cirio's work shows and documents multilayered concepts, public art interventions, and ethereal time-based online performances. With prints, videos, and custom artifacts, the installations crystallize ideas, reactions, and contexts of the works taken from its original setting to a formal mode of presentation.

Cirio's installation art combines images, photographs, diagrams, documents, artifacts, and videos to engage the general audience in experiencing and discovering the subjects, outcomes, and significance of his interventions and concepts.

Paolo Cirio engages with the legal, economic, and cultural systems of the information society. He investigates social fields impacted by the Internet, such as privacy, democracy, semiology, finance. He shows his research and intervention-based works through photos, installations, videos, and public art. Cirio has exhibited in international museums and has won prestigious awards. His artworks have been covered by hundreds of media outlets and he regularly gives public lectures and workshops at leading art festivals and universities worldwide.

Art CV with crucial Awards, Solo and Group Exhibitions


He has won a number of awards, including Golden Nica first prize at Ars Electronica in Linz, Transmediale second prize in Berlin, the Eyebeam Fellowship and NEA Grant with ISCP in NYC, among others.


Cirio lectured at leading universities and institutions including Columbia University, NYC, 2019; UC Berkeley, 2017; Tate Modern, London, 2017; NYU Law School, NYC, 2016; Hunter College, NYC, 2014; MoCA Sydney, 2013; Courtauld Institute, London, 2009. In 2019 he taught an academic year at Le Fresnoy National Studio of Contemporary Art in Lille as guest artist and he mentored artists for the Forecast program in Berlin. He led several other workshops at art institutions worldwide. Furthermore, Cirio has curated seminars and exhibitions at Fridman Gallery, NYC, 2017; Eyebeam, NYC, 2013; and at the Kitchen, NYC, 2012.

Art CV with details of Awards, Exhibitions, Bibliography and Press Coverage

Awards & Grants
Award, Finalist Mario Merz Prize IV, Fondazione Merz, 2021, Turin - Italy
Honorary Mention, AI & Life Art, Prix Ars Electronica, 2021, Linz - Austria
Honorary Mention, STARTS, Prix Ars Electronica, 2020, Linz - Austria
Commission, La Condition Publique, 2020, Roubaix - France
Commission, Le Fresnoy, Panorama, 2019, Tourcoing - France
Grant, Residency, Stochastic Labs, 2018, Berkeley CA - U.S.
Grant, Residency, ISCP & National Endowment for the Arts, 2017, NYC - U.S.
Nomination, Net Based Award, HeK, 2016, Basel - Switzerland
Nomination, Golden Cube Award, Dokfest, 2015, Kassel - Germany
Grant, Residency, Institute for Electronic Arts, 2015, Alfred NY - U.S.
First Prize, Golden Nica, Interactive Art, Prix Ars Electronica, 2014, Linz - Austria
Grant, Residency, Quartier21 Air, Museum Quarter, 2014, Vienna - Austria
Commission, Turbulence, 2014, New York City - U.S.
Fellowship, Eyebeam, 2012, New York City - U.S.
Nomination, Stuttgarter Filmwinter, 2012, Stuttgart - Germany
Nomination, New Technological Art Award, 2012, Ghent - Belgium
Award of Distinction, Interactive Art, Prix Ars Electronica, 2011, Linz - Austria
First Prize, Award Share Prize, 2011, Turin - Italy
Commission, Arnolfini Gallery, 2010, Bristol - UK
Nomination, 10th Cairo Prize, 2009, Milan - Italy
Grant, European Media Artists, Werkleitz Center, 2009, Halle-Saale - Germany
Second Prize, Transmediale Award, 2008, Berlin - Germany
First Prize, IBM Award, Stuttgarter Filmwinter, 2007, Stuttgart - Germany
Honorary Mention, Share Festival, 2007, Turin - Italy
Solo Shows

- Monitoring Control, solo show at Fondazione Modena Arti Visive, 2021, Modena - Italy
- Natural Sovereignty, solo show at Saint James' Charterhouse, 2021, Capri - Italy
- Information Critique, solo show at PAN Museum, 2020, Naples - Italy
- Images Rights, solo show at NOME Gallery, 2019, Berlin - Germany
- Public and Private, solo show at Art Berlin Fair, 2019, Berlin - Germany
- Systems of Systems, Solo show at Giorgio Persano Gallery, 2019, Turin - Italy
- Exposed, solo show at Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, 2019, Turin - Italy
- Street Ghosts, solo show at International Kunstverein Luxembourg, 2016, Luxembourg
- Public and Private, solo show at NOME Gallery at 515 Shop, 2016, Turin - Italy
- Overexposed, solo show at NOME Gallery at 208 Bowery, 2016, NYC - U.S.
- After Transparency, solo show at Centre Culturel Bellegard, 2015, Toulouse - France
- Loophole for All, solo show at Aksioma Institute for Contemporary Art, 2014, Ljubljana - Slovenia
- Jurisdiction Shopping, solo show at Kasa Gallery, 2013, Istanbul - Turkey
- Decoding the Flow, online solo show at Museum of Contemporary Cuts, 2013, London - UK
- REALITYFLOWHACKED, solo show at Aksioma I Project Space, 2011, Ljubljana - Slovenia

Curatorships

- Evidentiary Realism, exhibition at Fridman Gallery + NOME Gallery, 2017, NYC - U.S.
- Democracy within the Internet, panel at Left Forum, John Jay College CUNY, 2014, NYC - U.S.
- Performing Change, panels and lectures at Eyebeam Art Technology Center, 2013, NYC - U.S.

Selected Exhibitions & Presentations

2021
- Face Control, exhibition at Fundació Foto Colectania, Barcelona - Spain
- Private, exhibition at Arco Art Fair with NOME gallery, Madrid - Spain
- AI & Life Art, exhibition and lectures at Ars Electronica, Linz - Austria
- Artport, exhibition online at Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, U.S.
- Art Market, lecture at the Fashion Institute of Technology, New York - U.S.
- Tracked & Traced, exhibition at the Detroit Science Gallery, Detroit - U.S.
- Per(Sister), lecture at the MSU Broad museum, East Lansing - U.S.
- Data Fiction, exhibition and lecture at the Cairotronica Festival, Cairo - Egypt
- Exopcollective18, exhibition at Saint-Ex culture numérique, Reims - France
- Convergence of AI Ethics, lecture at La Gallé Lyrique, Paris - France
- Picture Authority, lecture at Syndicat Potentiel, Strasbourg - France
- Bodily, exhibition at the La Condition Publique, Roubaix - France
- Dutch Design Week, exhibition at Baltan Laboratories, 2021, Eindhoven - Netherlands
- Monitoring Control, solo show at Fondazione Modena Arti Visive, Modena - Italy
- Natural Sovereignty, solo show at Saint James’ Charterhouse, Capri - Italy
- Blocks, exhibition at Real Albergo dei Poveri, Palermo - Italy
- PhEST festival, exhibition at Palazzo Palmieri, Monopoli - Italy
- You and AI, exhibition at the MakeFair festival, Rome - Italy
- Art sales, lecture at IED Istituto Europeo di Design, Turin - Italy
- Onlife, lecture at Ago Modena Fabbriche Culturali, Modena - Italy
- Decode Lab, lecture at the Royal College of Art, London - UK
- On Money, lecture at School of Machines, Berlin - Germany

2020
- Cybernetics of the Poor, exhibition at Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna - Austria
- Kepler’s Gardens, exhibition and lectures at Ars Electronica, Linz - Austria
- Creative Question Challenge, lecture at Ars Electronica, Linz - Austria
- Plan B, exhibition at NOME Gallery group show, Berlin - Germany
- A lexicon, exhibition at NOME Gallery group show, Berlin - Germany
- Die Digitale, exhibition at Die Digitale festival, Dusseldorf - Germany
- Remote Chaos, lecture at Chaos Communication Congress, Berlin - Germany
- We=Link: Sideways, exhibition at Chronus Art Center, Shanghai - China
- Forecast, workshop at Institute of Contemporary Art Miami ICA, Miami - U.S.
- Starts Prize, exhibition at Centre for Fine Arts BOZAR, Brussels - Belgium
- Panorama 22, exhibition at Le Fresnoy, (Censored), Tourcoing - France
- What a photo does, exhibition at Mufoto Museum, Krakow - Poland
- Artissima Unplugged, exhibition at GAM Museum, Turin - Italy
- Information Critique, solo show at PAN Museum, Naples - Italy
- Arte Fiera Bologna, exhibition at Persano booth, Bologna - Italy
- Festival della Tecnologia, lecture at Politecnico, Turin - Italy
- Strument o Arma, lecture at Dialoghi Copernicani, Milan - Italy
- Zukunftsfragen, lecture at Goethe Institut Rom, Rome - Italy
2019
Part of the Labyrinth, exhibition and keynote at the 10th Göteborg Biennial, Gothenburg - Sweden
The Aesthetics of Information Ethics, lecture for Parse at Vandal Academy, Gothenburg - Sweden
The Anxiety of Images, exhibition at National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taichung - Taiwan
Meaning, exhibition at Cosmoscow contemporary art fair, Moscow - Russia
Not Fake News, exhibition at Haifa Museum of Art, Haifa - Israel
Private, solo show at NOME in Art Berlin Fair, Berlin - Germany
Images Rights, solo show at NOME Gallery, Berlin - Germany
Currency, exhibition at NOME Gallery, Berlin - Germany
Forecast Forum, lecture at RadialSystem, Berlin - Germany
Financial Art, lecture at School of Machines, Berlin - Germany
Obscurity, exhibition at Material Art Fair, Mexico City - Mexico
Tactile Media, lecture at Digital Culture Centre, Mexico City - Mexico
Data & Network Forensics, lecture at Mutek festival, Montreal - Canada
The Criminal Type, exhibition and lecture at ApexArt Gallery, NYC - U.S.
Don't trust me, I'm homeless, exhibition at Ed. Varie Gallery, NYC - U.S.
Sociality Coloring Book, lecture at Printed Matter bookstore, NYC - U.S.
Politics of Visual Art, workshop at CGT Columbia University, NYC - U.S.
Reclaiming the Future, exhibition at Fort Mason, San Francisco - U.S.
Tactical Tech, exhibition at The Glass Room, San Francisco - U.S.
Digital Dilemma, exhibition at Bureau Europa, Maastricht - Netherlands
Sociality, exhibition at Baltan Laboratories, Eindhoven - Netherlands
Faces, exhibition at Es Baluard Museum, Palma de Mallorca - Spain
Strange Temporalities, exhibition at Ars Electronica, Linz - Austria
Please Leave This World, exhibition at Maelle Galerie, Paris - France
The Negotiating Table, exhibition at Biennale Saint-Etienne - France
Regulatory Art, lecture at Strasbourg Biennale, Strasbourg - France
Extraordinaire, exhibition at Institut Pour la Photographie, Lille - France
Exposed, exhibition at Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin - Italy
Systems of Systems, exhibition at Giorgio Persano Gallery, Turin - Italy
Meaning, exhibition at Persano booth Artissima Art Fair, Turin - Italy
Obscurity, exhibition at NOME booth Artissima Art Fair, Turin - Italy
Useless Objects, exhibition at Mirror Project di Barriera, Turin - Italy
Festival della Tecnologia, lecture at Politecnico di Torino, Turin - Italy
Cassata Drone, exhibition at Fondazione Sant'Elia, 2019, Palermo - Italy
DataMaze, exhibition at DOX Art Center, Prague - Czech Republic

2018
Touch Me, exhibition at 1st Strasbourg Biennale, Strasbourg - France
Imagined Borders, exhibition at 12th Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju - South Korea
Seen, exhibition at Wei-Ling Contemporary Gallery, Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
APhF:18 Athens Photo Festival, exhibition at Benaki Museum, Athens - Greece
The Art of Financial Hacking, workshop at Kaai Theater, Brussels - Belgium
Watching You, Watching Me, exhibition at BOZAR, Brussels - Belgium
Algorithmic Superstructures, exhibition at Impakt, Utrecht - Netherlands
Economia, lecture at Baltan Laboratories, Eindhoven - Netherlands
Human Plus, exhibition at Palazzo delle Esposizioni, Rome - Italy
Alternative CAMPO17, lecture at Spaziobuonasera, Turin - Italy
DataMaze, exhibition at DOX Art Center, Prague - Czech Republic
Politics of Visual Art, workshop at CGT Columbia University, NYC - U.S.
Mirror, exhibition at Rosben Gallery, Rutgers University, Newark - U.S.
MIT Festival, exhibition at MIT MediaLab Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston - U.S.
Regulatory Art, lecture at Harvard, Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society, Boston - U.S.
Stochastic Labs, residency at Stochastic Labs Berkeley, San Francisco - U.S.
Decentralized Web Summit, exhibition at The Mint, San Francisco - U.S.
Radical Open Access, lecture at Coventry University, Coventry - UK

2017
WATCHED!, exhibition at C/O Berlin Museum, Berlin - Germany
Images of Surveillance, exhibition at Münchner Stadtmuseum, Munich - Germany
Watching You, Watching Me, exhibition at Museum für Fotografie, Berlin - Germany
Month of Photography, exhibition at Musée National d'Histoire et d'Art, Luxembourg
Anonymous: the End of the Privacy Era, exhibition at Haifa Museum of Art, Haifa - Israel
Art Futures: Beyond Profit & Price, lecture at Tate Modern, London - UK
Aesthetics of Information Ethics, lecture at UC Berkeley, Berkeley - U.S.
Right to Re-, exhibition at UC Santa Cruz at DANN, Santa Cruz - U.S.
Nothing to Hide, exhibition and workshop at Real Art Ways, Hartford - U.S.
Socially Engaged Internet Art, lecture at Gallery 400 for UIC, Chicago - U.S.
Concrete Truth, exhibition at ISCP International Studio & Curatorial Program, NYC - U.S.
Evidentiary Realism, lecture and curation at Fridman Gallery, NYC - U.S.
SmartCities, lecture at Storefront for Art and Architecture, NYC - U.S.
Obfuscation workshop, lecture at NYU School of Law, NYC - U.S.
Internet Performance Art, lecture at Manhattan College, NYC - U.S.
Design Touch, exhibition and lecture at Midtown Tokyo, Tokyo - Japan
Economia, lecture and workshop at Baltan Labs, Eindhoven - Netherlands
Art+Science, exhibition at Center for Promotion of Science, Belgrade - Serbia
Evidentary Realism, lecture and curation at Nome Gallery, Berlin - Germany
FaceTunes, exhibition at Bielefelder Kunstverein, Bielefeld - Germany
La Sirene de Tuning, exhibition at the Festival Siana, Evry - France
Screening Economies, lecture at Kunsthast, St.Gallen - Switzerland
How much of this is fiction, exhibition at HeK, Basel - Switzerland
Arte y Compromiso, lecture at Murcia University, Murcia - Spain
How much of this is fiction, exhibition at Fact, Liverpool - UK
MozFest, exhibition at Ravensbourne College, London - UK
As If, exhibition at Frame Framed, Amsterdam - Netherlands
Cultural Hijack, exhibition at ARCHIP, Prague - Czech Republic
Big Bang Data, exhibition at DOX, Prague - Czech Republic
Big Bang Data, exhibition at MIT Musuem, Boston - U.S.

2016
Public, Private, Secret, exhibition at Museum International Center of Photography, NYC - U.S.
Street Ghosts, exhibition at International Kunstverein Luxembourg - Luxembourg
Your Mind into a Brezel, exhibition at Kunstverein Neuhausen, Stuttgart - Germany
Caméra(Auto)Contrôle, exhibition at Centre de la Photographie, Geneva - Switzerland
Skandal Normal, exhibition at OK Center for Conemporary Art, Linz - Austria
Out of Control, exhibition at Ars Electronica Center Museum, Linz - Austria
Big Brother Award, exhibition at Stadsschouwburg, Amsterdam - Netherlands
Data Aesthetics, exhibition at Central City Library, Amsterdam - Netherlands
Hybrïds, exhibition at Onassis Cultural Center, Athens - Greece
Extra Fantôme, exhibition at La Gaité Lyrique, Paris - France
SIGHT & SOUND, exhibition at Eastern Bloc, Montreal - Canada
Be Water, exhibition at Hong Kong City Hall for Microwave festival - Hong Kong
The Peeled Eye, exhibition at Wave Pool gallery for FotoFocus Biennial, Cincinnati - U.S.
Acts of Sedition, exhibition at WhiteBox gallery, NYC - U.S.
#MakeAmericaGreatAgain, exhibition at WhiteBox gallery, NYC - U.S.
Private, solo show at NOME gallery at 208 Bowery st., 2016 - NYC - U.S.
Traffic Cam meets Art Basel, lecture at NYU for Art Law Society, NYC - U.S.
PC4Yonkers, exhibition at Purchase College, NY - U.S.
Overexposed, exhibition at London Art Fair, London - UK
MozFest, exhibition at Ravensbourne College, London - UK
Quadriennale, exhibition at Palazzo delle Esposizioni, Rome - Italy
Public and Private, solo show at NOME for ContempraryTurin, Turin - Italy
P.I.G.S., exhibition at Artium Museum, Basque MCocA, Vitoria-Gasteiz - Spain
P.I.G.S., exhibition at Galeria Municipal do Porto Almeida Garrett, Porto - Portugal
It's the Political Economy, Stupid, exhibition at DAAP Reed Gallery, Cincinnati - U.S.
Big Bang Data, exhibition at Art Science Museum, Singapore - Singapore
neEUROsis, exhibition at NeMe Arts Centre, Limassol - Cyprus

2015
Panopticon, exhibition at Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City - U.S.
Profiled: Surveillance of a Sharing Society, exhibition at ApexArt Gallery, NYC - U.S.
Little Sister, exhibition at Pratt Manhattan Gallery, NYC - U.S.
Meme City, exhibition at China Academy of Art, Hangzhou - China
ISEA 2015: Disruption, exhibition at Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver - Canada
Poetics and Politics of Data, exhibition at House of Electronic Arts, Basel - Switzerland
Watching You, Watching Me, exhibition at Open Society Archives, Budapest - Hungary
Brave New World, exhibition at DOX, Prague - Czech Republic
Big Bang Data, exhibition at Sumersset House, London - UK
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